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Abstract
For several important systems of the A-cube we study the time-complexity of type conversion.
Non-elementary lower bounds are given for the type-conversion problem for Aw and AP and hence

for the systems that include one of these systems. For Aw (hence for aw) and AP a superexponential upper bound is given to the length of reduction sequences starting from types.
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Introduction

Barendregt's A-cube ([Barendregt 92]) gives a finestructure of the Calculus of Constructions (usually
abbreviated as AC) of Coquand and Huet. It consists of eight subsystems of AC among which the
simply typed A-calculus, Girard's second order (polymorphic) A-calculus and AP, a system similar to
one of the Automath languages.
The systems of the A-cube are not presented in their original form, but in the style of Pure Type
Systems (PTS for short). In the PTS presentation the systems come equipped with a Conversion Rule:

ri- A:B'

rI- B:s

B'=pB

rFA:B
Here the condition B'=pB is external, i.e. it is not derivable in the system. In this paper we are
interested in the question how difficult it is to determine whether B'=pB. Besides having an intrinsic
interest, an answer to this question will be an indispensable step towards the determination of the
complexity of type inference and type checking for the various systems of the A-cube.
Coquand has shown that all systems of the A-cube are strongly normalizing (for an alternative
proof, see [Geuvers and Nederhof]); i.e. for all systems: if IF I- A : B, then all reduction sequences
starting from A or B are finite. So the problem is in any case decidable: just compare the normal
forms of B and B'. But what is the time complexity of the problem B=pB?
For A-+ and A2 it can be shown that B=pB' iff B = Y. So we only have to check that B and B'
are syntactically equal, which needs an amount of time that is linear in the length of B and Y.
But for the other systems it is considerably more difficult. In Section 3 we show that the typeconvertibility problem for Aw and AP (and hence for the systems which contain one of these systems
as a subsystem) is not elementary recursive (see [Rose 84] for a definition of this notion).
This follows from a result of [Statman 79] which states that the problem whether two objects of the
simply typed A-calculus (without type variables) are #-convertible is not elementary recursive. We
'The investigations were supported by the Foundation for Computer Science in the Netherlands (SION) with financial
support from the Netherlands Organization for Scientific Research (NWO). An extended abstract of this paper appears
in Proceedings TLCA 93.
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give translations from the objects of the simply typed a-calculus to the types and constructors of .1w
and AP such that two A7--objects are 3-convertible iff their translations are.
Given this intrinsic difficulty of the question whether two types are p-convertible, one may ask
whether the Conversion Rule is necessary for type inference or type checking. The answer is yes; it is
needed to make types match when applying the Application' Rule:
I ' I- Al : IIx:B1.B2

r 1- A2 : Bl

r I- Al A2 : B2[x:=A2]

For Al to be applicable to A2 the type of A2 must, match with B1 and sometimes the original
type of A2 may only be #-convertible with B1. Then one has to use the Conversion Rule to patch
up the differences. We give an example in aw: let B1 be ((Aa: * .a-->a)A) in lIx:B1.B2 and let
r Faw A2 : A-A. By reducing (aa: * .a-+a)A one step we get A--+A, which is equal to the type of
A2.

The question arises whether it possible to give an upper bound for the time complexity of type
conversion. In Section 4 we give for some important systems of the a-cube, aw and AP, an upper
bound to the length of reduction sequences starting from types that are legal in those systems. To
obtain our upper bound we use a result of [Schwichtenberg 91] which gives a super-exponential upper
bound to the number of steps needed to reduce an object from the simply typed a-calculus to normal
form.-' We also use existing translations (see, [Geuvers and Nederhof]) from aw and AP to A--> to
transfer Schwichtenberg's upper bound to these systems. This gives us immediately an upper bound
for the length of reduction sequences starting from a type B; this upper bound is super-exponential in
the length of B. But we are more interested in an upper bound expressed not .in terms of the length
of B but in terms of the length of r and the length of A, for IF and A such that r I- A : B. The reason
for this is twofold. The first reason is that such an upper bound can be applied to type inference and
type, checking. The second reason is that, in this way we, can -give a much; better upper bound. We
will do this for slightly simplified versions -of aw and AP.
Suppose F I- A : B. To obtain an upper bound we construct a^` term `B- such that every reduction
sequence starting from B is a subsequence of a reduction sequence -starting. from B and such that the
longest reduction sequence in B has an optimal length in terms of the length of IF and A.
The main problem one encounters when constructing this term B is that by using the Application

Rule terms are substituted in types. To simulate this substitution we would have to substitute for
variables bound by a II. Our main technical tool is a replacement operation that performs this
"substitution"..

Acknowledgements: This paper has benefitted much from discussions with Marc Bezem, Jan Friso
Groote and Alex Sellink.
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The A-cube

In this section we briefly- present= the systems of the a-cube. For more information on these systems
;the reader is referred to [Barendre'gt 92] or [Geuvers and Nederhof].

Definition 2.1. Pseudo-terms are given by ; the following abstract syntax:
T:: = C I V I TT I AV:T.T I IIV:T.T
Here C is an infinite set of constants and V is an infinite set "of variables
Substitution on' lambda terms is inductively defined by:

x[x:=B] = B
y[x:=B] = y

(x EV).
(x, y E V, x

0

y)
2

c[x:=B] = c

- (c,E C)

(A1A2)'[x:=B] = A1[x:=B]A2[x:=B]
=(Qy:A1.A2)[x:=B] = Qy:(Ai[x:=B]).(A2-[x:=B]): (for Q E {A, II})
On T one step ,3-reduction is defined as the smallest compatible relation that satisfies:

(ax:A.B)C->pB[x:=C].
The reflexive-transitive closure of -+,3 is denoted by -p. The symmetric-transitive closure of -»p is
denoted by =p.
We will often use the variable convention: this states that the bound variables occurring in an expres7
sion are different from the free ones.

Let A be a pseudo-term. Then FV(A) denotes the free variables of A. Pseudo-terms of the form
IIx:A.B such that x ¢ YV (B) are sometimes written as
A' statement is of the form A : B, where A and B are pseudo-terms. A is called the subject and B
is called the predicate. If A E V then A : B is called a declaration. A pseudo-context is a finite
ordered sequence of declarations,. where each subject is distinct. Pseudo-contexts are denoted by
capital Greek letters A, r, r0, ... The empty, context is denoted by O. If r =_ (x1:A1, ..., x:A),
then .TV(r) := {xl,... ,
and I', x:B denotes (x1:A1, ...,
x:B). We write r c A if each x:A
in r also occurs in A. A judgement is of the form I' F- A : B, where F is a pseudo-context and A and B
are pseudo-terms. When we want to indicate that such a judgement is derived in a particular system
a-, then we write r I-a- A : B. We use the abbreviation F l- A : B : C for r4- A : B- & r F- B : C.
_

A pseudo-term A is called legal when =there exist a pseudo-context r and a pseudo-term B such that
r F- A : B or r F- B : A. A pseudo-context r is called legal when there exist pseudo-terms A and B
such that t l- A : B.

Definition 2.2. The specification of a.;PTs consists of a.triple S =` (S, A, 2) where
1. S is a subset of C. called the sorts.
2. A is a set of axioms of the form c : s, where c E C and s E S.
3.. R -is a set of rules of the -form (sl., s2 i s3), where S1, s2 i s3 E S.

A _PTS aS is determined by the specifications S = (S, A, R) and the rules given by Tablet 1; here s
ranges
ranges -over. V.
We fix some more terminology.

Notation 2.3.
'Let -A be a pseudoterm; then
denotes the number of symbols of A in If-notation, not counting
".' and `:'. If r __ (x1:A1 i ... , 2x, `. ,y), then Irl := n + IA, + ... + JA, 1.
I

If r = (x1:A1i .. xiz A,), `then we define for 1 < i < n
1. I'[xi := (xl:Al,...,xi_i:Ai_1.)
2. F(xi) := Ai.
Let A be a pseudoterm of the form IIx1.:A1 ..:lIx,,:A,,.B, where B does not start with a
Then B is called the body of A. We write A* for the body of A.

The following- lemma is very useful. The first five items constitute what is generally known as the
f
Generation Lemma.
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Axiom

if,c : s E A ..

<>F- C-: s
s-F°F- B : s

if X ,V FV(F)

Start

r, x:B _F- x:B-

Weakening

FF-B':s

FF-A:B

F,.x:Al F- A2 : s2

IF F- Al : si

Product:

IF

Application.

Abstraction

Conversion

if x

r, x:B' F- A : B

.FV(F)

if (sl s2 , s) E R

F1x:Ai.A2:s3

F F- A : llx:Bi.B2 ` r F- A2 : B1
F F- A1A2B2[x:=A2]

F,x:A1F-Az:B2

-

r F-

F F ax Ai.A2<:: Ix;A1.B2 ;s

L:A:B'

,

I~:FB:s

:s
:_,

B'=pB,,.

Ft- A : B
Table 1: Rules for bore Type Systems

Lemma 2.4:
1.

F - F - c: B (c`E C )

2.

F F- x : B-(x .E{V)

3.

FF

4.

F F-.ax:A1.A2 : B

3sES[B=ps & (c : s) E A].

'`

3sES3C=pB[F F-,C : s & (x:C) E F & x

= 3x].

3(sl, s2i's3)E1 [F F Al : si & F, x--Al F A2 : s2 & B=ps3].

IIx A1.A2 : B

3sES3B2[F F- lIx:A1.B2 : s & F, x:A1 F- A2 : B2 & B=pllx:A1.B2].
`

5.

F F- A1A2 : B = 3B1i B2[F F- Al : lIx:B1.B2 & F F- A2: Bl & B=pB2[x:=A2]].

-

_

6. If r, x:C F- A : B with derivation D, then there exist a sort s and a subderivation D of E) with
conclusion r F- C : s.

Proof. For (1)-(5): see [Barendregt 92], Lemma 5.2,13. For (6): By -induction on the derivation
of r, x:C F- A :B. 'We distinguish cases according to the last rule used. The last rule used cannot
have been the Axiom; if the last rule was the Start Rule or the Weakening Rule, the result follows
immediately; in the other cases one can apply the induction. hypothesis.

Definition 2.5. The systems of the A-cube are defined by:
*

S={*,O}:.:

A = {* : }.
The rules given in Table 2, where (si, s2) is an abbreviation of (si, s2i s2);:,
4

E

A-*
X12

AP
AP2
Aw

(*, *)

(*, *) (O *)
.:
(*, *)
(*, *)

(, *)

Au)

APw

.Pw

(*, *)

(, *)

(*, )
(0,0)
(0,0)

(*, ) (010)
(*,

) (0,0)

Table 2:_ The systems of the .-cube;. 4

)Pw is also called AC.
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We highlight two systems that will play an- important role in the sequel: aw and AP.
The system .Aw is determined by the pairs (*, *),
and
The rule (O, *) enables one
to construct terms depending on types, i.e. terms like `(aa: * .Ax:a.x)A (the polymorphic identity
.specialised to the type. A). The rule
O) allows one to construct types depending on' types, i.e.
:,types like (aa: * .a->a.)A. A typical judgement derivable in aw is:

A:* E

(aal

: *--+

.Aa2: *-.ax:a1a2.x)(a,0: *.,6-+,3)A -:

The system AP is determined by the pairs (*, *) and (*, o). In AP one can derive statements like
A:* f-),p A--+* : and A:*, P:A->* FaP .y:Px.y : IIy:Px.Px_
It is convenient to divide the set of variables for the systems of the a-cube into two infinite subsets V.
and VD. Elements of the former set are denoted by *x, *y, etc., elements of the latter set are denoted
by °x, ay, etc. The intuition for this is the following. In a derivation declarations x:A are added to
a context F by the Start- Rule or the Weakening Rule. They are justified by the premiss: r I- A : s.
Now if s = * then we write x = *x and if s = then we write x = °x. When irrelevant or clear from
the context, superscripts are often be omitted.
We sometimes refer to the following very useful stratification . of- the legal terms andtypes-in AC.

Definition 2.6. Let T be the set of pseudo-terms of aC. We define #(-Y: T->{O,1,2, 3} by:
:=3, #(*) := 2;. #(x) := 1, #(*x) := 0, #(IIx:A1.A2) _ #(1x:Al.A2) _ #(A2A1) := #(A2).
We put Ti := {M E T I #(M) = i}, Ti j

U7 and similarly for T,?,k

Proposition 2.7.
1. #(A) = 3 iff A = .
i,L 2. #(A)-= 2 f r(r -ac `A : D).-, (Such A are called .kinds.)
3. #(A) =

4.

: B : ). (Such A are called constructors (or types if Bti= *)

ff 3I', B(I f- c A : B : *). (Such A are called dbjects.)'

5. if #(x)
f.r

6.

B(T,-aC A

_ #(B), then #,(A[x B1j(A).

if r -f=acc A : B, then #(B) `_ #(A) + 1.
x

Proof. See: [Barendregt 92].
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Lower bounds for Aw and, _XP

In this section we give lower bounds for the problem of ,Q-convertibility of types for aw and AP and
hence for the systems that contain one of these systems as a subsystem. We derive these lower bounds
from a lower bound result in [Statman 79],, This was originally, formulated for the traditional version
of the simply typed a-calculus ,(which we call ar). Since we work with the PTS versions of the systems
of the a-cube, it is convenient to define .1r as a PTS,,and rephrase Statman's result in the formalized
setting of a PTS.
,.
_

Definition 3.1. Ar denotes the PTS determined by: $ = {*}; A = {O:*}; R = {(*, *)}.

So ar is just like a-+ except that there are,no 'legal type-variables: types are O, 0-+0, etcetera. A
typical judgement is: y:O- 1-A, (ax:O->O.x)y : O-+O.

Theorem 3.2 ([Statman 79]). Put Ar := A l 3r' r f-a, A : (O-+O)->O-+_O}. Then the problem
whether two arbitrary closedAr-objects: in N are Q-convertible cannot be solved in elementary time.
Corollary 3.3.` The problem whether two arbitrary closed constructors. in AW are, convertible cannot
be solved in elementary time.

from the terms of ar to the, constructors of 1w as follows. Replace
Proof. Define a. translation
in the terms and types all O's by *'s; do the same in.contexts :-Then--one can prove: if r F-a, A : B,
then r* F aw A* : B*. Thereafter one easily verifies that for all terms A and 13 that are legal in ar,
A* and B* are legal 'and A=B i ff A* p B*
_

Corollary 3.4: The problem-whether two arbitrary types in AP are'#-convertible cannot be solved
in elementary time.

Proof. It is easy to see. that if r F-a, A : B, then O:*, IF la.P ;A : B. Consider a term M from the set
N. Then by definition there exists a-context r such that r I-a.- M : (O->O)-+O->O and so O:*, F I-,\p
M : (O-+0)--+0->O. By applying the Weakening Rule we get: O:*, F, P:((O-+O)-+O-}O)-->* 1aP
M : (O->O)-+O-+O. From this we can derive: O:*, r, P:((O-+O)-+0-->O)-+* 1-aP PM : *.
Now fix this variable P and define: P := {PM I M E N}. Then two. terms, PMl, PM2 in P are
,6-convertible iff Mi and M2 in Al' are',3 convertible.

We immediately get the same result for the systems that contain Aw or AP as a subsystem i.e. aw,
aP2, aPw, AC.
%

4 'Upperbounds fur Aw and AP
AP an upperbound to-the length of reduction sequences
starting from types that are -legal in those systems. First we present an upper bound result obtained
by Schwichtenberg (see [Schwichtenberg 91]) for the length of reduction `sequences starting from legal
objects of ar. The upper bound is a" function of the (maximal) level and (maximal) arity of such an
object and of its height (these notions will be defined below). To apply this result, we use existing
translations (see [Geuvers and Nederhof]) from the types and constructors of these systems to the
.legal objects of ar that preserve reduction. More precisely: if A reduces to B in one step in aw or
AP,, then the translation of A reduces in at least one step to the translation of B in Jar.
At first sight we are done. For, suppose r 1- A : B. To estimate the maximum length of a reduction
sequence starting from B, translate B to a ar term. B give an,estimate for the level, arity and height
In this section we give for the, systems
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of B' and apply S.chwichtenbergs result. The level, arity and height of B' can be estimated as a linear
function of IB I -f- 111. However, it is more interesting to obtain an upper bound to the level, arity and
height of B' not in terms of the length of B but in terms of the length of r and the length of A. The
reason for this is twofold. First, we are interested in this upper bound mainly from the point of view
-,of type inference. A type inference algorithm can-be viewed as an algorithm that receives as input a
context r and a term A and returns (if successful) a type B such that r 1- A : B. Many of the existing
type inference algorithms use reductions of types. So to obtain an estimate of the complexity of such
an.algorithm in terms of the input r and A we need a bound to the length of reduction sequences in
terms of the length of the input. Secondly, in this way we can give a much better upper bound.
To make such an estimate possible at all, we have to impose a restriction. It is -necessitated by the
fact that types may become .arbitrarily expanded and still be legal in the same context. We give an
example in aw: suppose r I-),, A : a and r I-au, a : * where a is a free variable that, since it is free,
occurs in F. Fix a natural number n. Let N1, ..., fan be fresh variables. By using the Conversion Rule
we can derive: IF F a" A : (a,81: * ... AP,,: * a)a... a (n a's -.as arguments). This- shows that it is in
general impossible to estimate the length of a type for A in terms of Irl + JAI.
This leads us to the restriction that all applications of the Conversion Rule are in fact applications
of the Reduction Rule:

FHA:B'

FI- B:s

B'-»pB

ri- A:B
(The converse is called` the Expansion Rule: it is similar to the Reduction Rule ;but with the _*p
reversed.) We call derivations that contain no application of the Expansion Rule expansion free (for
a discussion of the role of the Reduction Rule and the Expansion Rule, see [Pollack 92]).
Suppose F'I- A : B is the conclusion of an expansion free derivation. We construct a term B such
that every reduction sequence starting from B is a subsequence of a reduction sequence starting from
B and such that the level, arity and height of the translation of B can be expressed as a linear function
of irk and JAI (call this property (*)).
In some interesting cases, this gives a better rupper.:bound than an upper bound. in terms of the
length of types. Consider the Reduction Rule as given above; assume that we .have a term B' for B'
that satisfies (*). B can get exponentially longer than B. So an upper bound "in terms of the length
of B could become quite large. We know, .however, that no reduction sequence in B is longer than
the longest reduction sequence in B'. Since F and A remain the same we can use B' for B.
So this method is indeed useful. There is however one complication. Consider the Application Rule:

F l- Al : Iix:)31.B2

F I- A2,: Bl

F I- Al A2 : B2[x:=A2]

Assume that we have a term B for Hx:B1.B2 that :satisfies (*) It` is not evident how. to use B to get
such a- term=for B2 [x:=A2]

The idea is that any reduction in B2[x:=A2] can also be performed in B with A2 substituted at the
right places". Then the question is, of course: what are the right places? We can't simply substitute
A2 for x in B, because x occurs bound in ][Ix:B1.B2 and - as it turns out - also bound in B.
Well, if we label all the ll's occurring in the derivation (changing IIx:A.B to Il x:A.B for some
natural number l) then the II in Hx:B1.B2 has label j say. This Ili also occurs in B. Now we change
all occurrences of subterms in B of the form II? y:Ci C2 to H y:C1.(C2 [y:=A2]). Of course, this is not
an ordinary substitution. So we have to be careful that this operation is sound.
We first apply the labels and the replacement operation in the setting of aw. We Ydo this in, four
steps.: First we state Schwichtenbergs result. Then we present a replacement operation that performs
the abovementioned "substitution". Next we give, a translation from the types and constructors of
Aw to the objects of ar. Finally we prove that with this operation we can obtain the desired upper
bound. The proof for AP follows more or less the same lines.
a
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Preliminaries;

4.1
4.1.1

An u¢pperbound for ar

We rephrase a result of Schwichtenberg for our PTs-style definition of Ar. To do this, we redefine threenotions in PTS style. The first, of these notions is the well-known.notion'` of type level. This notion is
extended to the legal terms of Ar in such; a way that if a term is a type then the two notions coincide.
Simultaneously, r-maxarr(A) is defined; it is the maximal arity of a variable occurring in A.

Definition 4.1. Suppose IF F a, A : B. We define r-maxlevelr(A) ,and r-maxarr(A) by induction on
the derivation of IF F-a,..AI : B. We distinguish cases according to the last rule used.

Axiom. So r F-a,. A . B --is (} F aT''O *. Then r-maxlevel0 (O) := 0 and r-maxar'j
:

0.

Start Rule:` So r F aT A : B is r,x:B.FaT x : B and is &Airect consequence of r' F-aT B : *. Put
r-maxlevelr,,x:B(x) _=,,r-maxlevelr, (B) and r-.rnaxarr,,x:B(x) := 'r-maxarr>(B).

Weakening Rule. So r F-X, A : B is r, x:C FAT A : B and is a direct, consequence of r' F-AT
A : B and r' F-aT C : *. Put r-maxlevelr,,x :c (A) = r-maxlevelr (A) and r-maxarr,,x:c(A) _
r::maxarr, (A).
Application Rule. So F F-,,. A : B is r F-;k,
A2 : B2[x:=A2] and is a direct consequence of
Al : IIx:B1.B2 and ,r F-a, A2 : B1.
rF
Put r-maxievelr(AiA2) .'. max({r-maxlevelr(Ai), r-maxlevelr(A2)}).

Put

s

Abstraction Rule. So r`f ,\, A: .B is r Far \x:A1.A2 : IIx:A1.B2 and is a direct consequence of
r, x:Ai F-,T A2 : B2 and F ,'F-,\, IIx:A1.B2 : *.

Put r-maxlevelr(ax:A1.A2) := max({r-maxlevelr(Ai) ±`.1, r-maxle"velr z:Aj (A2)}).
:Put r-maxarr(ax:A1.A2)':= 7-maxarr,x:A,(A2)
o° Product Rule. So r l-a.r A : B is F F aT I1 A1.A2 * and is a direct

of r F-a7

and IF, x:A1 F-a7 A2 : *.

Put r-maxlevelr(IIx:A1.A2)':= max({r-maxlevelr(Aa)+ 1,r-maxlevelr,x:A,(A2)}).
Put r-maxarr(IIx:A1.A2) := 1- r-maxarr,x:A,(A2)
. Conversion Rule. So r'Fa7.A : B is a direct consequence of r F-aT A : B' for, some B'=,6 B and
r F- A, B : *. Then r-maxlevelr(A) and r'-maxarr(A) are already defined.
Moreover we define:

r-maxlevelr(*) := 0 and r-.maxa,rr(*) :=.0.

If r

F aT A : B then r-maxlevelr(A) and r-maxarr(A) are well-defined. This follows ' from, the fact
A : B is unique up to the order of applications of the Weakening Rule
that the derivation of
and the Conversion Rule and these two rules do not change r-maxlevel or r-maxar.
F

We give two examples:
1. T-moxlevel() (a f:(O--*O)-->O=-4O..x:O-+O. f (f (x))) = 3.

2.. r-maxarl?(a f:(O-O)-).O-).O.ax:O--O.f(f(x))) = 2.
We will often implicitly use the fact that if- r-maxlevelr (A) `= n, - r' C A and A is legal, then also
r-max`levelo (A) = n. The same holds for r-rnaxar.

Lemma 4.2.
8

1. Let SE = r, x:C, A. Suppose

F-aT A : B and r E-aT A' : C: Then=

r-maxlevelr,o(y:=A,](A[x:=A']) < max({r-maxlevelE(A), r-maxlevelr(A')})':

: 2. Let r F ar A: B and A-»i A'. Then r-maxlevelr(A),> r=maxlevelr(A').

Proof.
1. Note first that by the Substitution Lemma (Lemma 5.2.11 of [Barendregt '92]),

r, A[x:=A'] Fa, A[x:=A'] : B[x =A'].
So r-max1evelr,A[.,:=All(A[x:=A']) is defined. Now (1) follows by induction on the height of the
-derivation of E-F-a, A : B. Use the fact that} types contain no variables.

2. We treat the 3-step: A = (ax:A1.A2)A3 and A'= A2[x:=A3]. Now
r-maxlevelr(A2[x: = A3]) _<
(by (1), taking A =<>)
max({r-maxlevelr,x:A (A2), r-maxlevelr(A8)})'<
r-maxlevelr((ax:A1.A2)A3).
,

Lemma 4.3.
1. -Let E = r, x:C, A. Suppose = F,\, A ::B and r 1-a, A': C. Then
max({r maxarn(A), r`rizaxarr(A)}).

r-rnaxarr o1x

Then r mdxarr(A)> r-maxarr(A').

2. Let I' 1-aT A

Proof.- Like the proof of Lemma 4.2

1 efinition"4.4. Let A be a pseudo-term of Ar. Then we define '-r-l eight(A) as the height of the
parse tree of A with the type-information stripped off. Types have' 'height 0.

It is easy to see that this is well-defined.

Lemma 4.5.
1, r-height(A[x =A']) <=r-height(A) +.r-heigit(A
2.

r-height can increase under ,6-reduction:

Proof.

-

"....

1. Induction on A.

'2. Consider: A = (ax O.ax2:0 ax 3:O.xi)((ayj:6.. y2:O.yj)tt). Then t:0 l .,. A 0,0--+0.
:

The height of A is 6.` A reduces in one step to ax2:0.Ax:3:0.(ayi:O.ay2 O:y1)tt, which has
eight 7.
R

We define `the function itexp as follows: -itexp(O, x) := x; itexp(rh +i, x) := 2atexp(m,x)

Theorem 14.6 ([Schwichtenberg 91D. Let' r F-a,° A: B. The -number of steps to reduce A to normal
form is bounded by:
,

kit exp(m,(m..2h+2k+2))

where k

r maxarr(A), m = r-maxievelr(A).and'h =._7-height(A).
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4.1.2 ,The replacement operation
In this section.we;define, Labelled Pure, Type Systems and we .introduce a replacement operation.

We work in an arbitrary PTS AS. -From -AS-we'construct a labelled PTS A'S' as follows. We usually
omit the superscript.

Definition 4.7.
1. Labelled. pseudo-terms are given by the following syntax:

T':: = C l V T'T' l -xV T :T `lJ INV:T'.T-.
I

2. Substitution,. )3-reduction, /3-conversion-are as before and respect the labels; derivation rules too
are as before,. but disregard the labels.

N.B: unless -explicitly -stated otherwise; we.work in-this section, with the full Conversion Rule. Note
that 6-reduction does not create new labels.

We use two methods of labelling derivation trees. The first one applies to expansion free derivations.
We describe it with reference to Table 1 (except for the Reduction Rule).

Definition 4.8. We -define Labelling 1.
1. Axiom. No labels are assigned.
2. The Start Rule. The distribution of the labels in the context r, x:B is the same as the distribution
of the labels in the premiss. The distribution of the labels in (the predicate) B is obtained by
replacing every label li._in B in the premiss by a fresh label mi. Fresh means:- distinct from all
labels used sofar.

3. The Weakening Rule. The distribution of the labels of the conclusion is inherited from the left
premiss, except for B'; the distribution, of labels in B' is obtained by a renaming of the labels
in B' in the right premiss as described in (2).

4. The Product Rule. The distribution is inherited from the right premiss. The new II is given a
fresh label.-

5. The Application Rule. Rename every- label in A2 as described in (2). The distribution of
the labels in A1A2 is the combination of_ the distribution of the labels in Al and the new
distribution of labels in A2. The distribution of the labels in r is inherited from the left premiss.
The distribution in B2[x:=A2] is obtained as follows: again rename the labels in A2i then the

distribution of the labels in B2[x:=A2] is a combination of the distribution of the labels in
lIx:B1.B2 and the new distribution of the labels in A26. The Abstraction Rule. The distribution of labels of IF and ax:A1.A2 is inherited from the left
premiss. The distribution of the labels in lIx:A1.B2 is a combination of the distribution of labels
in B2 in the left premiss and a renaming of labels in Al in the left premiss. The label of the
new II is chosen fresh.

7. The Reduction Rule. The distribution of the labels of IF and A is inherited from the left
premiss.; The distribution of the labels in B is the result of the existing distribution of B' under
the reduction to B.

Lemma 4.9. Suppose that r F- A : B is the conclusion of}an'expansion free derivation b"a"nd that
D is labelled according to Labelling 1. Then each label in A is unique, each label in r is unique and
moreover the sets of labels in I', A and B are mutually disjoint.
Proof. By induction on the height of the derivation of F i- A,:-B.- -°
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in

Assume that we have a derivation D with conclusion r - A : B. Assume that IF, A and B! are labelled
in such a way that the label 1 does not occur in B. Then this labelling can be passed through to the
subderivations of D in such a way that 1 does not occur in a predicate of a judgement occurring in D.
We call this Labelling- 2.

Now we define our replacement operation (N){M}i which replaces all occurrences of subterms of N
of the form IIix:A.B by IIix:(A[x:-= M]).(B[x: = M]).

Definition 4.10.
c{M}i := c, for c E.C.

x{M}i := x, for x E V.
(Al A2){M}i := (A1{M}i)(A2{M}i).

(ax:A1.A2){M}i := ax:(A1{M}i).(A2{M}i).
(II1 x:A1.A2){M}i

:-- lj

.
IIix:(Ai.{M}i).(A2{M}:)
` if i Oi
II x (Al{M}i[x:=M]).(A2{M},[x:=M]) otherwise.-

If r =_ (x1:A1i ..., x,,:A,,), then <r{M}i :=

{xi:A1.{M}i

..':

Note that in the 11.7 and the a case.- by the,variable° convention, the,Variable x does not occur free in
M. We give an example in AC.

((aa: * .ll x:a.a)(II1 y:A.Py)){M}j

- (aa *..IIx:a.a)(II"y:A PM).

The following properties are easy to prove.

Lemma 4.11. For all pseudoterms A and M:
1. FV(A{M}i) C TV(A) U.FV(M);

2. if A does pot contain aJIi, then A{M};

-A

Next we, prove that the replacement operation respects %3-reduction This, will be done in two steps.
First a variant of the Substitution Lemma for Terms_isproved
K

Lemma 4.12. Suppose ,y ¢FV(:M). Then A[y:=B]{M}i _ A{M,},[y-=B{
Proof. By induction on° the structure of A.The only interesting case is the II-case.
(IIix:A1.A2)[y:=B]{M}i
(lIix:A1 [y:=B]

-

[y:=B]){M}i

A2
IIix:Al[y:=B]{M}i[x:=M].A2[y:=B]{M}i[x
IIix:Al{M}i[y:=B{M}i]{x:=M]:A21M}i[y:=B{M}i]jx:=111]
IIix:A1{M}i[x:=M][y:=B{M}i[x:=M]].A2{M}i[x:=M][y:=B{M}i[x:=M]]
IIix:Al{M}i[x:=M][y:=B{M}i].A2{M}i[x:=M][y=BfM}i]
(IIix:Al{M}i[x:=M].A2{M}i[x:=M])[y:=B{M}i]
((IIix:A1.A2){M}i[y:=B{M}i]

.

('by IH-)

.

(*)

(t)

-

(*): By the Substitution Lemma for Terms; see Proposition 2.1.6 in [Barendregt 92].
(f): By the variable convention, x ¢.FV(B) UFV(M) ; .FV(B{M}i).
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Lermmaa.4.13.- Let A, A' be labelled pseudoterms:-

1. Suppose, that A=--pA. °Then-A{M}i-+pA'{M-}i.

2. Suppose that A-»pA'. Then A{M}i-»pA'{M}j.
Proof.. .> ..

1 rBy induction on the generation of .->p ;We treat the interesting cases.

. The (3-step
((.fix:A1.A2)B){M}i

(ai:Al {M}i.A2{M};)B{M}i-p
A2{M}i[x:=B{M}i] =
A2[x:=B]{M}i.

-

(by Lemma 4.12)

The condition of Lemma 4.12 holds by the variable convention.,
Suppose that Al-+pA, and that Ai{M}i pAi{M}i.,
- We check that (IIix:A1.A2){M}i--.p(III x:Ai.A2){M}i. (for i 0 j).
(IIi x:A1.A2){M}i =
IH),

IPx:Ai{M}i.A2{M}i

`-- (I1ix:Ai.A2){M}i. - "
- We check that.{IIix:A1.A2){M}i-p.(I1,ix:Ai.A2){M}i.
(IIix:A1.A2){M}i IIix:A1{M}i[x:=M]:A2{M}i[x:=M}gyp (*) :;
I1:.T:A'{M}i[x:=M].A2{M}s[x,:=M]
(IIix;Ai.A2){M};.
(*): by the induction hypothesis and the substitiitivity of gyp; see [Barendregt 84],
p.55.
All other case proceed similarly.,
2. By, (1)

So the replacement operation respects 3-reduction.' It does not respect judgements (e.g it is not true
in general that if r F- A : B, then f{M}i F- A{M}i : B{M}i). Consider the following example in AP.
Let r 'be (A:*, P:IIix:A.*, a:A); let A be ax:(IP y:A.Py).x and let B be IIkz:(IIl y:A.Py).(IImy:A.Py),
where i, j, k; 1, and m are distinct. It is easy to see that' t
A : B. By definition t{ a}, - 1`,
A{a}i - A and B{a}i = lIkz:(III y:A.Pa).(IImy:A.Py). It is easy to see that f{a}i Ffap A{a}l : B{ a}1.
But we show that the replacement operation respects judgements to an extent which is sufficient
for our purposes. First a trivial lemma.
Lemma 4.14. ° .
1. Let t be 17', x' A. Suppose f is legal. Then x ¢ FV (A).
:

2. Let ax:A1.A2 or IIx:A1.A2 be a legal term. Then x ¢ FV.(A1;

Proof.
1. I is legal, so there exist B, C such that F ;F B C.
:
Now the proof proceeds by induction on the
of the derivation o r T L n - ^`
2. By- Lemma 2.4 and (1)....
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Definition =4.16:.'SupposeYr,- - A : B. Let i .be a, natural .number. Then we call A:

i-good if every subterm` of the form II'x:B1.B2 satisfies: no II' occurs in Bl or in B2.
Note that in particular A is i-good if all labels in A are unique.

(M, i)-valid (w.r.t. r) if for all subterms of the form II'x:B1.B2 in A we have: r{M}i l- M
BI (Mb.
(M, i)-good (w.r.t. r) if A is (Al, i)-valid (w.r.t. r) and A is i-good.
We extend this notion to pseudo-contexts. Let r be (x1:A1 i ... ,

Then F is called:

i-good if every Ai, 1 < j < n, is i-good.

(M, i)-valid if for every j, 1 < j < n we have: Ai is (M, i)-valid w.r.t. r
o (M, i)-good if r is (M, i)-valid and i-good.

Lemma 4.16.
1. Let A and -B be pseudo-.terlns ;such that they are i-good =,for every. is and such, that the labels
occurring in B are disjoint from the labels in A. Then A[x:=B] is again i-good for every i.
2. i-goodness is. not preserved under 3-reduction.

Proof.
1. By induction on the structure of A.
2. We give an example in act. Consider

(Aa: * .II'x:a.a)II'y:A.A.
This term reduces to: 1I"x:(II'y:A.A).II'y:A.A.t

Lemma 4.17. Suppose r F A : B. Suppose furthermore that A, and=1 are (Nl,-i)-valid (w.r.t. r)
and that B contains no II'. Then r{M}i F- A{M}i : B.
Proof. It is a well-known fact that if IF F A : B, then there exists a derivation" D of r F- A : B such
that all applications of the Weakening Rule are of the following form:

AFa;C Al-D:s
-

-0

A,y:Dl-x:C

(y fresh), where a E C U V.

We will prove the result with' induction on'the height of such a derivation. We can use Labelling 2 to
ensure that no predicate of a judgement in a. derivation of r l- A : B contains the label i. So we can
apply induction hypotheses when necessary.
Axiom. Obvious.

Start Rule. r F- A : B is r', x:B F- x : B and follows from r, t- B : s. Since B contains no II,
B is (M, i)-valid. So we can apply the induction hypothesis, which gives: r{M}i F- B{M}i : s.
Since B{M}i = B and x{M}i = x, we are done.
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The. Weakening :Rule. By the remark above IF, y C"F- A : B is t', y:CF- x : B for certain distinct
x, ,y and this follows from:

(a) F l- x- B .and;
(b) t' 1- C : s.
Since t', y:C is,- (M, i)-valid; ]N and C are .(M, i)-valid and we have by the induction hypothesis:
V f M}i F- C{M}i : s

and since x is also (M, i)-valid'

t'{M}i F- x{M}i : B.
So we can use the Weakening Rule to obtain-

I''{M}i, y:C{M}i F- x{M}i : B.
,*-The Abstraction- Rule. -r F- A : B His r F- ax.A1 A2>; Ihx:Ai-.B2 -arid follows

(a) t, x:Aj F- A2 : B2 and
(b) r F- II? x:A1.B,, : s.,
By the induction 'hypothesis on (a):
F{M'}i,x:Ai{M}i f- A2{M}i : B2 (c).

By the induction hypothesis on (b) and the fact that we can assume IIJ x:A1.B2 contains no 1i
and hence is (M,i)-valid:
r{M}i F- I1 x:A1.B2 : s

(d).

Since IIjx:A1.B2 contains no IIiis, Al contains no IIi's, hence Al{M}i = A1.
Also. (ax:A1.A2){M}i = Ax:Ai.(A2{M}i). We can therefore write (c) as:
r{M}{, x:Al F- A2{M}i B2.
From this and (d) follows by the Abstraction Rule:
I` 1- ax:Al.(A2{M}i) : II' x:A1.B2

which is what we needed.
The Product Rule- .r 1- A : B is r F- Hi x:A1.A2 : 83 and follows from::

( a ) r - Al
(b)

:

s . bx -

I', x:A1 F- A2 : s2.

The induction-hypotheses are:
(i) r{M}=.,F- A1.{.M}i;: sl..

(ii) t{M}i, x:Ai{M}i F- A2{M}i : s.2'
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If i # j, -then,we=can .use the Product Rule and we are done. So-suppose' i = j.
By Lemma 4.11, Lemma 4.14 ,and the variable convention we have that x ¢ TV (Al {M}i) and
so Al{M}i[x:=M] = Al{M}i and hence (IV x:A1.A2){M}i =_ IIix:A1{M}i.(A2{M}i[x:=M]).
Since IIix:A1.A2 is (M, i)-valid we have:

r{M}i F- M : Al{M}i.
From. this and (ii) follows by the, Substitution Lemma,- Lemma 5.2.11 from [Barendregt 92]:
`I'{M}i F- A2{M}i[x:=M] : s2.

From this follows by (i) and the Weakening rule'

r{M}i,x:Al{M}i F A2{M}i[x:=M] : sz.
Using the Product -rule we finally obtain:

r{M}i F- IIii:Ai{M}i.(A2{M}i[x:=M]) : s3.
The Conversion Rule. IF F- A : B follows from IF F- A : B' for some B'=pB and r F- B : s. Our
labelling is such that B' contains no II'. So we can immediately apply the induction hypothesis
and we are done.
N

4.2

An upper bound for Aw

4.2.1 . Translation of Aw -to Ar
In this subsection we define a map
from the types and constructors of acv to the objects of Ar that
preserves judgments and reduction steps. More precisely: if r f-a , A_:xB.: , then r- F-aT A-::.B- :

and if A--pA', then,.A-- #A'-.
We will need a canonical inhabitant for any type that is legal in ar. To construct such inhabitants
we postulate an inhabitant,ot.u.
Definition 4.18 (Geuvers-Nederhof).'
. to is the context (c:O), where c is a fixed variable that will -not be bound.
o co :=.c;

. c°-'T := Az:o.c' (note that z'is different from c).
It can easily be verified that if <>F-aT o-: * (so o is a finite type), then ro F-a, c' : Q
(v).
Moreover r-maxlevelro (c°) = r-maxlevel<>(a) and T-maxiirra(cc) <
Finally r-helight(c°) <
10-1.

Definition 4.119, (Geuvers-Nederhof) A rilap (-)-:T1;_2-3 --*T-0,1,1 is defined as, follows.

()- := *.
. (*)- := o:
L5`

. (nx),- := *x
(A A 2 )

,

r,.

"{

(a x'`4 1'` 4 2)

0

A' A2

if #(A2)

Al

otherwise.

:- Jl

ax-:Aj .AZ
A2

if #(A1) 0 0,#(x)
-otherwise

IIx-:Ai .A2
(

IIx:A 1. A2

)

- ,_

co=.o_.oA

A2.

A2[x-:=cAJ ]
A2

0

if #(A1) = #(A2) = 2
if #(Ai) = #(A2) = 1

if #(Ai) = 2,.#(A2) _1
otherwise.

Note that in the case of an application term; an -abstraction:term and a II-term.th'e' last clause is
needed just to make (-)- defined for all pseudoterms of T1,2,3. These clauses will not apply to any
legal term of aw. For pseudo contexts we define:

(°x:A);-:= *x:A-;

(*x:A)- :=<>;
((xi:Al, ..., xn:An))

Proposition 4.20.

:= ro, (xi:Al).

(xn:An)

=

1. If P [-aW A : B and #(A)

0 0, then r- F aT A- : B-.

2. For A legal with #(A) = I, one has.' if A-*OB, then A-->QB-.

Proof. This is proved in [Barendregt 92], but for A--> instead of Ar. By inspection of the proof one
verifies that the translation actually maps the fragment of aw into .r.

Lemma 4.21. Let r, x:C,A 1 a Al : B1

:

and r

1-aw A2

:

C

O. -Then (Al [x-:=A2})-

Ai "[x :=A2]
Proof. By' induction on the, derivation of 1', x:C, A haw A1.: B1.

Definition 4.22.
1. Let r f-, A : B and #(A) # 0. Then we define w-maxlevelr (A) as r-maxlevelr- (A2. Similarly we define w-maxarr(A) and
Note that these definitions are justified by Proposition 4.20, (1).

Not surprisingly, w-maxlevel, w-maxar and w-height obey the same substitution properties w.r.t.
aw-terms as their .fir counterparts do w.r.t. ar-terms.

Lemma 4.23.
1. Let; P., x:C; 0 aw, Al : B1 :D -and -F F-A,, A2 ::C.:.-O. Then

(a) i -maxlevelr,o[z:=A,1(A1[x:=A2]) < max({w-maxlevel=(Al),w=rnaxlevelr(A2)}).
(b) w maxarr.;o[x;=A21(A1 [x:=A2}) < max(,{ice-m axarz- (A,), w-maxarr(A2)}).
-

2. For, Al, A2 E T1 2s = w-height(Al [x:=A2]) < w-height(A1) + w-height(A2).

Proof. Follows immediately from; Lemma 4.21, Lemma 4.2, Lemma 4.3 and Lemma 4.5.
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Lemma 4.24. w-height can increase under s-reduction, whereas w-rrtaxlevel and w-max°a-r can't.

Proof. Follows from Lemma 4.23, Proposition 4.20, Lemma 4.2, Lemma 4.3 and Lemma 4.5.
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Proposition 4.25. Suppose r I-), A.: B and #(A) >'0. Then.
1.. w-maxlevelr(A) < IrI + JAI.

2. w-maxarr(A) < Irl + IAA:
3. w-height(A) < 2(IAJ).

Proof. By a long and tedious' induction on the height of r F a A: B.

.

_0

Lemma 4.26. Suppose that r Hju, A: B : ; r f-;, M-: B' : .; r, and A are :(M,=i)-good (w.r.t. r)
and B contains no IV. Then
1.

w-maxlevel r{M}; (A{M}) < max({w-maxlevelr (A)w-maxlevelr (M)}) .

2.

'w-maxarr{M}i(A{M}i) <max({w-rrnaxarr(A),w-nzaxarr(M)}).

3. w-height(A{M}i) <.w-height(A) +w-height(M).

Proof. By Lemma 4.17 we know that w-maxlevelr(A{M}i) and w-maxarr(A{M} _) are defined.
Just as in the proof of that lemma we just consider derivations where the Weakening Rule is applied
only when the, subject is a variable or a costant.The proof proceeds by induction on the height of
the derivation. We treat the essential cases.
The Start Rule
VF-),, B : s
r', x:B I-a,,, x:B

Recall that x{M}i

=_

x. We distinguish cases according to whether r' aW M : B' or not, i.e.

whether or not e.&,,,w-,maxlevelr, (M) is defined.

_

- Case (1): V VA,, M : Y. From (M) > 0, we know #(B') = 2 and from this follows
(since we are in .1w) x 0 .TV(B'). Since r I-a,,, M : B' and F' VA,, M ; B', we know
that X 'E YV(M). But from x E FV(M) and the fact that,,F,-is, (M, i)-valid we deduce
that the label i does not occur in- IF and hence r{M}i = IF. - So .we need to prove e.g.
w-maxlevelr(x) < max({w-maxlevelr(x),w-maxlevelr(M)}), ,which is trivial.
-,Case (2): V Fay M : B' (and so x O FV(M)). (We treat this case for w-level.) In this
case w-maxlevelr, (M) is defined and we can .apply the induction hypothesis which states
that w-maxlevelr{M};(B{M}i) < max({w.-maxlevelr,(B),w-maxlevelr!(M)}). Now
w-maxlevelr{M}i(x) _
-w-maxlevelr{M},(B{M}i) <
{'IH)
max({w-maxlevelr,(B), w-maxlevelr (M);}) _
max({w-maxxlevelr(x), w-maxlevelr (M)}) _
max({w-maxlevelr(x), w-maxlevelr(M)})..
Similarly for w-maxar; the. case of w-height is easy.

.

The Weakening Rule. By the remark above this case proceeds exactly like the previous one.
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Before -we- proceed- we make some remarks, that make ,tireinduction :easier. ;Recall the Condensing
Lemma (Lemma 5.2.17 of [Barendregt 92]):

if r, x:E, A CF- : D and x `V .FV(A) U.TV(C) U .2V(D)-, then I', A F- C : D.

It is easy to see that if t E- , C : D : P`, >then- D 'contains no free variables, and Contains just free
variables x with #(x) = 1. Let x be a free variable of C and consider the declaration x:E in T. Since
(x) = 1, we have by Proposition 2.7 (6) that #(E) =.,2. So E E {*, *--+*, ...}. This means that E
contains no free variables. This remark together with .the Condensing Lemma, justifies the following
claim:"

if r F-;,,, C : D : o, and we denote the restriction of F to the free variables of C by I'*,
then we -also-hsve: I'* ha,,, C D
: .: Da :

Thus, I"* will contain only declarations x:E with #(x) = 1 and E without free variables. It is easy to
see that for such E we. have E{N'}j -°E, for any N and j. So r*{N.}j I *.
Now apply these remarks to A and M. We have r F-;,, A : B : and;-I' F , M : B_`,: . If
we denote the restriction of t to the,
free variables of A by r1 and the restriction of r to the free
r1u
and r2 F-), , M : V. If we denote the context r1, r2
variables of M by r2i then we'have
by r*, then it is easily -seen that r*. F- A : B and P* F-a, M : B. By Lemma 4.17 we have that
r*{M}i,F- , A{M}i : B. But we have also seen that r*{M}i E I. So we have I"` F-, A{M}i : B.
We use this to facilitate the induction in the following way:. We have seen that T-maxlevelr (A)

-

and. r-maxarr(A) are already determined by r restricted to the free variables of A. The same
holds for w-maxlevel and w-maxar. In our `case this means that w-maxlevelr{M}; (A{M}i) _
w=maxlevelr. (A{M}i) and w-maxarr{M};(A{M}i) = w-maxarr.(A{M}i)'.
But also: w-maxlevelr(A) = w-maxlevelr: (A) and w-maxlevelr(M) = w-maxlevelr. (M). The same
holds for w-maxar... So we can write e.g. the first item -; of the lemma as:
w-maxlevelr (A{M}i) < max({w-maxlevelr. (A), w-maxlevelr. (M)}). "
We show -how this works in one particular case; the other cases are.-left to the reader.

The Product Rule (for w-lever).
I' F-' ); w

Al : s1

r, x:AI F-),w

A 2 : 82

`T F-,v , II1x:A1.A2`: s3

We `treat the case that 11"=i, -#(A1) = 2 and #(A2) `= 1. Since 11 x:A1.A2 is legal and i-good, we
have: '(IIix:A1.A2){M}i--=- IIix:A1.(A2[x:=M]). Now
cv-maxlevelr{M}, (II'x:Al.(A2[x:=M])) =.
w-maxlevelr. (ll x:A1.(A2[x:=M])) =
r-maxlevelr.)-((A2[x:=M])-[x-:-cA1 ]) _.
(Lemma 4.21)
r_maxlevel(r.)_ ((Az [x-:=M-])[x-:_-c-41 ])
(Lemma 4.23)
r-maxlevelr.)-(AZ [x-:=M-]) <

max({r-maxlevellr.)- x-:A, (A2 ),T-maxlevelr.)_ (M-)})] _
max({w-maxlevelr.,,:A, (A2), w-maxlevelr. (M)}) <
'max({w-maxlevelr. (IIix:A1.A2), w-maxlevelr. (M)})
max({w-rhdxlevelr(IPx:A1.A2), w-maxlevelr (M)}`).-
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The construction

4.2.2

In this section we use the replacement operation to construct for a type B a term B such that B
reduces to a term D that contains all redexes that occur in B. The intuition is that any reduction
sequence starting from B is a subsequence of a reduction sequence starting from B and hence is shorter
than or as long as the longest reduction in B.
We work in a labelled version of Aw, as defined :in subsection 4.1.2.

For the proof of Lemma 4.30 it is useful to strengthen the notion of i-goodness a bit.

Definition 4.27. We call a pseudo-term A i-super if A is i-good and for any two occurrences of the
form IIEx:A1.A2 and II'y:B1.B2 in A we have Al - B1.
In the following, K denotes the set of pseudo-terms defined` by the abstract syntax K = * l K-+K. K
is the set of all kinds of .1w. The following properties of K will- be needed in Lemma 4.30.

Lemma 4.28.
1.

2. (A[x:=B] E K) = (x E .TV(A)

E K).

3. If A is legal in aw, A--) *,6A' and A' E K, then A -' A'.

Proof.
1. By induction on the height of the derivation of r-,,1-au, A :,El

2. By induction on the structure of'A.
3. By induction on the structure of A.
r5z

Definition` 4.29.; Suppose that 'r -aw A : B is ,the conclusion of an expansion free derivation V.
Suppose that Olis'!labelled according to Labelling 1. Then we define B by induction on the height of
D.

, ;Axiom.

.: () .f-aw * : .

Put t3 D

rr_awB:s

Start Rule.

V, x:B F;k, x:B

,:

put B = B.

.

_

I

11

1_'

r''r'awA:B

Weakening Rule.

r'f-a B' :s

r',,x:B' Fa,,, A : B
By the induction hypothesis on-the left premiss we have a tefm 13
1,

I

* Product Rule.

Put B

-

r Fay, Al : s1

r, x:A1 FAQ, A2 : S1,

r Fay, IIrx:A1.A2 : s3

- s3:
'19

Put B'_ B.--

action

u e.

r F-a,, A : B'

r F-, X, B : s

B'-NpB

rI-. A B.

The induction hypothesis on the ,leftmost premiss gives us a term B'. Put B _-B'.
F, x:Al i'aw A2 : fB2

Abstraction Rule.

.r ka,, IIi x:A1'.B2': s

r 1-aW ax:Ai.A2 :

The induction hypothesis on the left premiss gives us a te-rm°B'. Put B=_
Application Rule.

'r haW A1-:°-II1x:B1.B2 , F haw A2" B1

r l ;k. A1A2 : B2[x:=A2],

By the induction hypothesis on the. left premiss; we have a term B`. We distinguish three
cases, according to the sorts that B1 and B2 are inhabitants of.

(i) r FAQ,,Bl : ,* °and r, x.:B_1 F-au, B2-: *.,Put B- Z

`

(ii) r F-, B1 : o and r, x:B1 F-),,,, B2 : -- Put B = B'.
(iii) r F-a,,JB1 : 0 and r, x:Bj Fa,,, B2 : *. Put B,_ B'{A2}1, as defined, in Definition 4.10.

Lemma 4.30. Suppose that r hay, A : Bis the conclusion of an expansion free derivation D that
is labelled according to Labelling 1. Write B as IIy1 E1 ...IIyk:Ek.B* (for some k > ,0). Then B, as
defined in Definition 4.29 satisfies:

(a)-there, is a- term D =,IV'x1:C1 ...Ill- x,,.:C,,.B*..(forsome.n->,0,=xi, C=)such, that:
- B--HpD.
Any IIyi:EE (1`< i < k) also occurs among the IIxj:Cj s.

-

- If i <-j then IIyi:Ei occurs inD in, aposition to the left of IIyj:E?.
(b) if ,'r haW B s: for some sort s, then 17

B: s

(c) B is i-super for any i.
(d)'w-maxt`evelr(B), w-maasarr(B)<`Jrj hA] and w-height(B) < 2(Jr[+ JAI).'

Proof. By induction on the the structure of D.
In case of the Axiom or the Product Rule it is trivial to check -that (a)-(d) are satisfied. In case
of the Weakening Rule this follows immediately from the induction hypothesis.
The° Reduction Rule. From the induction hypothesis follows immediately that (a), (c) and (d)
are -satisfied. Use Corollary 5.2.22 of [,Barendregt 92],t'9'verify that (b) is satisfied.

The Start Rule. It is trivial to check that `(a) and (b) are'satisfied. That B is i-super follows
from the fact that each label, in B is unique, which follows from Lemma 4.9.
By Proposition 4.25:
1. w-maxlevelr,(B) G 1r'1 + 1.0[-

-2. w-maxarr,(B) < lr'I.+IB.
3. w-height(B) < 2(IBI).
From this it follows immediately that (d) is satisfied.
20

Abstraction Rule. The induction hypothesis states that-=we- have a term

V-»p-D': r II11 x1.:Ci ...II'°x,,:C,'.B2.
We have defined B as.H'x:A1..B'. `Since= r, x:A1 f-a,,, B2 : s (as can be easily verified), we also. have

(by the induction hypothesis, (b)): r,x:A1 F;,,, B' : s. From the fact that r t-a,,, II'x:A1.B2 : s
we can deduce that II-abstraction from. Al over objects in s is allowed. So r Fau, B : s, as
required and B also satisfies (a).
To verify (c): since we have chosen the label :l fresh B is again i-super.
To verify (d): from the left premiss and Lemma 2.4 (6) it follows that r Fa,,, Al : s' (for some
sort s'); so we can use Proposition 4.25 and the induction hypothesis to verify that level, maxar
and height are within the specified bounds.

Application Rule. By the induction hypothesis on the left premiss we have a term B' such that:

1. B'-»pD' - Il"x1:Cl' ...11
2. w-maxlevelr(B), w-maxarr(B') < Irl + [Al I and w-height(B') < 2(1r14- IA1I)
We distinguish three cases, depending on the sorts that BI rand_B2-inhabit.

-

.(i) r F-x BI : *,and r, x:B1 f- Bz : *. Since we are in Aw, we can prove that B2[x:=A2] B2
and, it is easy to check that the term B' that satisfies (a)-(d) with respect to rI x:B1.B2
-also satisfies (a)-(d) with respect to B2.
(ii) r:l-aw B1 : and IF, x:B1 Fay B2,>
gain we can_verify.that B2[x:=A2] = B2.
-(iii) r Faw BI : and r, x:B1 Fay, B2 : * -(and so r Fat, 11 x:B1.B2 : *). We have defined B.

.

as B'{A2}1. By the definition of the -replacement operation, Lemma 4.11, Lemma 4.14 and
Lemma 4.13, we have
1

.y

7

;y

l
B-»pII 1x1:C1..,.II -lx;:C;_1.II x:B1.II
+1 x;+1:C=i 1...11 ^xf,:Cf,.B2[x:=A2],
,

where each C1 -,(i + 1 .< j < n) is the result of substitution of A2 for x in Cj. Note that this
is sufficient to verify (a), since (B2[x:=A2])* _ (B2[x:=A2])*, as. can be easily verified.
We now verify -(b). By the induction hypothesis, (b);: r Fa,,, B' : i*.. From this it follows
by Lemma 4.17 (we will show below that this lemma is applicable here) that: r{ A2}1 Fay,
B'{A2}1 --c By Lemma 4.9 applied to the judgement r Fay, Al : II'x:B1:B2' we know that
the label -'I does not occur in r; so r{A2}1 = r and we have: r FaW'B'{A2}1 : *, as required.
To verify (c): that B is again i-super for anyi follows from the induction hypothesis on B`,
Lemma 4.9 applied to
A2: BI and Lemma 4.16(1).
To verify (d) for height: by Lemma 426 (see below for a justification of itsuse. .'here) we
have:

w-height(B) _
w-height(B'{AZ}1) <

(Lemma,. 4.26,,(3))

w-height(B') +w-height(A2) <
2(Irl+ IAII),+2(IA21) =r

(IH plus Proposition 4.25)

-,

2(Irl + 1A1421).

To prove (d) for maxlevel and maxar: we- have seen that r{AZ}l EE F. The proof then
_

;proceeds like the proof for height,,.using, Lemma 4.26, (1) ;and (2).

to.verify that r is (A2i
"To be able to apply Lemma
4.26
T is trivially (A2,1)-good, since, as was remarked before, the label 1
does not occur in r.
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B' is 1-good because B' is l-super by theiinduc'tion=hypothesis;:sub-.(c).
Next we have to show that B' is (A2, l)-valid, i.e. for all subterms in B' of the form IIl x:F1.F2
we have to prove that r F- A2 : Fl. As B' is i-super, it is sufficient to prove this for only one
subterm of the form II1x:F1.F2. We prove that for one such subterm it holds that Fl = B1.
This is sufficient since we know that r. f-aw A2 : B1.
The reduction sequence from B' "to D' can be written as a sequence of terms (T°, ... , TP)

such that TO - B', T1 - D' and for all i, 0 <i< p-1, T'+1 is a reduct °of Ti.
Let S - (lI1x°:F°.G°, ... , II1 xp:Fp.GG) be the sequence of terms such that:
* For all i,-0 < i < p, -'II1x -:F'.G' is a subterm of Ti;
* II1xp:Fp.Gp - II1x:Bi.II1;+,xi+1;G'i+1 ....II1"x,,:C .B2;

*-for all i, 0< i < p-1, II1x;+1:F'+1 G'+1 is a residual- of II1x=:F'.G' in T.
Note that such a sequence S -always'exists, because (-redfictio n' does not create new labels.
Now we prove that F° = B1. ; This, is done by following the, path from II1 x°:F°.G° to
II1xp:Fp.Gp backwards and verifying that for each
it holds that FP-) ==
B1. The proof of this claim is by induction on j. Remember that r 1-aG; B1 : and so
II1xp_j:Fp--7.Gp-3

by Lemma 4.28 (1) B1 E K. The claim is trivially, true for j = 0, since FP is defined as
B1. Suppose j > 0. So Tp-(1+1)-+QTp-3. By the induction hypothesis FP,-i = BI and
FP_ U+'). If the reduction step- from Tp-(i+1) to
so FP-1=E. .% We prove that , ?: 1 _FP-1
Tp-J does not involve FP-(j+'), then clearly FP-(J+1) =
- B1. So assume that the
reduction step involves Fp-(1+1). By analysing the possible reduction steps from Tp-(i+1)
to Tp=i it can be seen that' there are two ways in which the reduction step could change
FP-(j+').
1. A substitution of N3 is made into"FP-(i+1) because FP-(j+') is a subterm of N2
in. the subterm (az:N1.N2)N3. So we have Fp-(i+1)[z:=N3] - FP-1 = B1 E 1C. By
Lemma4.28 (2) we know that if z,E.FV(F1-(J+1)) then N3 E K. But in Aw there are no
legal terms of the form (az:Ni.N2)N3 where N3.E K. ,-We conclude z ¢:FV(Fp-(j+1))
an so FP-j = FP-(j+1)
2..A reduction -can take place in FP- (_+1). Since B' is legal and Fpis a subterm of

a /3-redact= of B FP-(j+,') is, legal too.. So we can apply Lemma 41.28 (3) which yields
that FP. -j = FP-(j+1)
In both cases we have FP7_(?.+1)"_ FP-j, '_ B1.

The next theorem= resumes; what we have obtained.

Theorem 4.31. Suppose that r l-

A : B is the conclusion of an expansion free derivation D.
Then every reduction sequence starting from B. consists of at most mitexp(m,(7m}2)) steps, where
m = ITI +IAI..
Proof. In Definition 4.29 we have constructed a term B such that by Lemma 4.30 (a) B reduces to a
term D that contains all redexes that occur in B. Hence every reduction sequence starting from B is
shorter than or as long as the longest reduction in B. Now by Proposition 4.20 (2), every reduction step
in B induces a reduction step in B-. By Lemma 4.30 (d) r-maxlevelr_ (B--) = w-maxlevelr(B) < ITI+
CAI and r-maxarr`-(B-) = w-maxarr(B) < ITI.+ JAI and r lxeight(B-) = w-height(B) < 2(ITI + IAI).
By Schwichtenbergs result (Theorem 4.6) the maximum length of any reduction in B- is less or equal
to f := mitexp(m,7m+2) where m = ITl + JAI. So the maximum length of any reduction sequence in B
is less or equal to f and so, finally, the. maximum length of any reduction sequence starting from B
will be less than or equal to - f .
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4.3 An up. bound for AP

'_

In the section on aw we gave` a construction that yielded an upperbound for reduction of types legal
in that system:; In this section we show that the same construction yields the same upperbound for
reductions of types in AP.
In the first subsection we present a -(very slight) simplification of the Geuvers-Nederhof two-step
translation from the terms and types of AP to the terms and types of Ar (see [Geuvers and Nederhof]).
For A such that r Fap A : B an estimate is given for the level, arity and height -of the translation of
A. In the second subsection we will prove that the replacement. operation respects judgements in AP
to an extent that is sufficient for our purposes. Finally we present again the construction and prove
that it does yield the desired upperbound
:._

{

Recall that the system AP is formally given by the triple:

s = {* o}:

}.

A

,

R = {(*, *), (*, D)}.
We list two characteristic properties of types and constructors of AP.

Lemma 4.32.
1. Suppose T Fxp IIx:A1.A2 : s. Then F FAp Al

2. Suppose r trap A1A2 : B : . Then #(A2)=

and so #(A1) = L

0.

Proof.
1. Easy induction on the derivation of r f-ap IIx:A1.A2 : s.

2. `By emm`a 2.4 we know that there exist C1, G2 such that r F p Al : lIx:Ci.C2 and r Fap A2 :
C1. By ,(1) we have:
= J. and so by Proposition 2.7 (6)_#(A2) = O.

4.3.1

Translation of AP to

--In' [Geuvers and Nederhof] a two step translation from AC to aw is defined. We present a restricted
version of the translation that maps AP to
We skip the proofs, because they differ only marginally
from those, in [Barendregt 92], 5.3.7.-5.3.13.

Recall thatTo is the context (c:O). First a function is defined that maps types of AP to' types of AT.
It is not required that it preserves reduction steps.
Definition 4.33 (Geuvers-Nederhof). We define 7-: T1,2,3 - Ti 2,3
T(o)

:. o

r(*) :_
T(IIx:A.A2)
T(ax:A1.A2)

T(A1A2) =

O
O

l

IIx:T(A1).T(A2)
-r(A2)
T(A2)

otherwise

-

T(Al) '
-if #(A2)_:O
{ r(A1)r(A2)- .otherwise.
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Furthermore we define'" r(*x A)=: r(°x:A) := * x:r(A); and if' r- - (x1 A1i` ._.`, xn:Afz), then r(r) :=

ro,-r(x1:A1),...,
Note that for all *x and all AETi,2,3: *x ¢ .FV(A)

Lemma 434.
(B) = 0_ Then T(A[x:=B]) - T(A).

1. -Let`AETi i`s°ai d

2. If AETi 2 3 is legal in aP and A-»pB,' then T(A) = r(B).
.-Theri'
Lemma- 4.35. `Suppose r F-),p B :-O or B-=-.
r F-,\p A : B = r(r) F-,x,r(A) :. *J'

Next a function is defined that maps a- term of AP (types as well as objects): to. objects of ar. This
map preserves,reduction-steps.
Definition 4.36 (Geuvers-Nederhof).. We define ['1
:= c°

Tx,1,2 ._-'

T.

Q*

*x

Q°x]

Q*x] Y:=.
QIIx:A1.A21

'x
c°-o-.o[Ai](QA21[x

=c'(Al)]

Qax:Ai.A21j

[A1A2]

:-.

QA1]-QA2]

Here z is fresh.-

Lemma 4.37.
r F-ap A

=t r(r) F-ar [A] : r(B)..

Lemma 4.38. QA[*x:_B]]

for A, B E T legal in AP.

Corollary 4.39. Let'A,`B'E`To,1,2, legal in AP. Then
_(A-.AB) =- (QA]-»P 0QB]])

Here the superscript 0 0 means that at least one reduction step is performed:
.:Given the. two-: translations from AP to ar, we,define the (-maximum) level, (maximum) arity and
height of AP-terms (of the appropriate type) as the (maximum) level, (maximum) arity and height of
their translations.

Definition 4.40.
1. Suppose r F-ap A : B and f(A) > 0. Then we define:

Pl-maxlevelr(A) := r-maxlevelr(r) (r(A)),.=
Pl-maxarr(A) := r-maxarr(r)(r(A)).
r Pi-height(A) := r-height(r(A)).
Note that this definition is justified by Lemma 4.35.
2. Suppose r F-, \p A : B. Then we define:
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P2=ra zxlevelr(A) .= r-maxkvel,(r)(QA])

,: .:P2=maxarr(A) :=-r-ma ar,.(r)(QA])
P2-height(A) := r-height([A]).
This definition is justified by .Lemma 4 3.7.

By ,a long but simple calculation one _,obtains the following estimates.=.

Lemma 4.41. Suppose r F-ap A': =Band #(A)- > 0 Then'

1. Pi-maxlevelr(A) < Jrl + JAI.

2. Pl-maxarr(A) < In + JAI.
3. Pl-height(A) < JAI.
Proof. By induction -on; the height of the derivation of I' F-a p A: B.

Lemma 4.42. Suppose r F-ap A : B. Then
1. P2-maxlevelr(A) < Jri + JAI.
2. P2-maxarr,(A) < Jri + JAI3. P2-height(A) < 2IAI.
Proof. Also by induction on-the height -of:the- derivation of r F-ap A : <B,,-,using=Lernrha4.41 `

CK

4.3.2' Some lemmas on t e^ preservation -of judgements
From this point on we work in a labelled version of AP. Recall that A is (M, i)-good with respect to
F if 11"s do not occur nested, in A and A is (M, i)-valid, i.e. for all subterms of the form llix:A1.A2
we have F l- M : A1. In the section on Aw we proved (roughly) that
if r F aW A,:,* and A- is, (M; i)-good then F ,F k ;>A{M} : *.

(*)

The point of this was that given a type A such that A is (M, i)-good and r F-a" A : *-we could deduce
that that e.g. w-max1evelr(A{M}i) is defined. ''For AP we want that for A such that A is (M, i)-good
and r lap A : *, "e.g. P2-max1evelr(A{M}i) is defined (for M such that #(M). = 0). In AP, we could
prove a result analogous to (*). But in the situation where we- would use this result we cannot prove
that A is (M, i)-valid, i.e. we cannot prove that r F _ap M : Al. However, we can in that situation
prove two weaker statements. We can prove that for any subterm in A of the form IIix:A1.A2 we have
that l(x) = 0. So at least M has the same l-value as the variable that M should be substituted for.
And we can prove; that r(F) F-;k, [M].: r(Ai). We can so to say prove (M, i)-validness modulo our
translations. It turns out that these two facts together are sufficient, for our purposes. In this section
we prove (Proposition 4.49):
.

Suppose that r F-ar [A] : B, that. A is i-good and that for _all subterms of the form
'lhx:A1,.A2.(any j) we have: li(x) = 0. Suppose that li(M) = 0 and suppose that for all
subterms of A of the form 1Iii:A1.A2 we have: r I-a. [M] : r(Ai).. Then r F-., QA{M}i] :
B.

We can see that this is sufficient for-our- purposes. For, suppose that r = r(A) and that A and M
satisfy the properties mentioned. in Proposition 4.49. Then we have: r l-ar JAIM}il : :---,o and so
r-max.levelr(QA{M}i]).- P2-maxlevelo(A{M}i) is defined.
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"We call. a (pseudo)-terin' ;-legal if for all subterms of the form IIx:A1.A2 (or
Definition 4.43_ "We
Iltx:A1 A2i for any label, l), we have #(x) = 0. Note that any term, that is legal in AP is #-legal.

It is easyto see that if A and B are #-legal; then_A[xl

A{:}j, is#-1ega1.

Recall from Proposition 2.7 (5) that if #(x) =°lt(B),``thei -#(A[x.-B]`) = $(A)
Lemma. 4.44. Let A be #-legaland-M, be such- that #(M) = 0., There #(A'{M}t)E.-:#;(A).

Proof. By induction on the structure of k Wee treat two cases; the other cases follow, immediately
from the induction hypotheses and the definition of
A-E CU V. `Easy because in this case A{M}i

- A.

A - IIix:A1.A2. We calculate:
#((IIix:A1.A2){M}i) _
#(H x:(Ai{M}i[x:= M]).(A2{M}i[x =M]))
#(AZ{M}i[x:=M]) =
#(A2{M},) =

_

(by the 'remark above)
(IH)

#(A2) =
t(H'x:A1_A2).

Lemma 4.45., Let A and M be (pseudo)-terms such that A is #-legal, #(A) > 0 'and #(M) = 0. Then

r(A{M}i) - r(A).
Proof By- induction on the structure of :A.: We treat two cases:
1. A A1A2. Then r((AlA2){M}i) - r(A1{M}iA2{M}i). We distinguish two cases.

-

(a) #(A2{M}i) = 0. Then r(A1{M}iA2{M}i),:T r(Ai{M}i)., which is by the .induction

hypothesis equal ._to r(A1), which is equal to r(A1A2), since by Lemma -4.44 #(A2) _
#(A2{M}i) = 0. '
(b) #(A2{M}i) O. Then r(Al{111}iA2{M}i)=r(A1{M}-)r(A2{M}i), which is by induction
hypothesis equal tor(Ai)r(A2), which is equal to r(A1A2), since #(A2) = #(A2{M}i) # 0.
=_ r(IIix:(A, f M}i[x:=M]).(A2{M}i[x:= M])). We dis-

2_., A = H'x:A1.A2. -r((1
tinguish two cases.

(a) #(Al{M}i[x:=M]) _ 1. Then
r(H x:(Al{M}i[x:=M]).(A2{M}i[x:= M]):) = ` '
Ilix:r(Aj{M}i[x:=M]).r(A2{M}i[x:= M]) _ (by Lemma 4.34 (1) and #(M) = O)
(by IH)
IIix:r(Ai{M}i).r(A2{M}i)
Ilix:r(A1). (A2) =
,

-

r(IIix:A1.A2).
The last equality holds because #(A1.) is by Proposition 2.7 (5) and Lemma 4.44 equal to
#(Ai{M}i[x:=M]) = 1.
°(b) #(Al{M}i[%:=M]) :A 1. Then
r(Ilix:(Ai{111}i[x:=M]).(A2{M}i[x:= M])):
.r(A2{M}i[x:= M])
(by Lemma 4.34 (1) and #(M) = 0)
r(A2{M}i)
(by III)
r(A2)
r(H x:A1.A2).
The last equality holds because #(Ai) = #(Al{M}i[x =M]) :A 1.

-

.
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Lemma 4.46. Suppose F;

i x2;A2, A+,X, A : B`. ;Thenalso F, x2:A2,, x1:A1,-A F-x, A : B.

Proof. Follows from the more general Permutation Lemma; Lemma 20 from [Geuvers and Nederhof].

Recall that the legal types of ar are just. O, O-1;O, --etc. These types are in normal form and contain
no free variables.
Lemma 4.47. Suppose r F-a, A[x:=A`]'" : B; IF F-a, A' : `C : `* and x -o .F (r).' Then r, x:C F-;k, A : B.

Proof. By induction on the structure of A. We treat the interesting. cases..,

1. A - x. Note that B = C. By assumption we have: r F. 7- C : *. Moreover by assumption x is
fresh w.r.t. r. So we can apply the Start Rule to obtain; ,r, x:C F-X' F : C.
2. A - y $ x. So we have r F-a, y : B and the same argument as in the previous case justifies the
application of the Weakening Rule which yields r, x:C F-;k, y : B.

3. A = ay:A1..A2. Remember that (ay:A1.A2)[x:=A'] = ay:A1.(A2[x:=A']), since Al contains no
free variables. So F F-a. A[x:=A'] : B is IF PA, ay:A1.(A2[x:=A']) : IIy:A1.B2. By the Generation
Lemma we know that (a) r, y:A1 h-a. A2[x:=A'] : B2 and (b) r F-a, Ilx:A1.B2 : *. The induction
hypothesis on (a): r, y:A1 i x:C I- A2 : B2. By Lemma 4.46: r, x:C, y:A1 F-)". A2 : B2. By the
Weakening Rule applied to (b): r, x:C F-a . IIy:A1.B2 : *. From this follows by the Abstraction
Rule: r, x:C F-A, )ty:A1.A2 : 1ly:A1:B2.

Corollary 4.48. Suppose r I--aT A[x:=A'] :.B; r aTA':C; xv.FV(r) and rF-aTD:C. Then
F F-a, A[x:=D] B.
F

:

Proof. By Lemma 4.47 we know: r, x:C F-a. A : B. So by the Substitution Lemma (Lemma 5.2.11
from [Barendregt 92]): r F a, A[x:=D] : B[x:=D], which is sufficient since x .FV(B) (B contains no
free variables) and so B[x:=D] = B.

Proposition 4.49. Suppose F Fa. [A] : B, A is 0-legal and i-good. Suppose that (M) = 0 and
suppose that for all subterms of A of the form IPx:A1.A2 we,have: r F aT [MI : r(Al). Then

Fl-a.[A{M}i]':B.
Proof. By induction on the structure of A.
. A E C U V: immediate because A{M}i =- A.

A = A1A2. Then [A] _ [Ai][A2]J and [A1{M}i] =,[A1{M}i][A2{M}i]J.

From r b,,- [A1][A2]J : B we know by the Generation Lemma that there exists a term B1
such that r F-),T [All : IIx:B1.B and r F a, [A2 : BI. So by the induction hypothesis: r F aT
[Al{M}J : IIx:B1.B and F F-a, [A2{M}i.ll : BI. From this follows by the Application Rule:
r F aT [A1{M}iJ[A2{M} ] : B, which is what we needed.
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A,.-ax:Ai ;A2. Then

From

I' f-a- (.1z

B

(1)

we know by the Generation Lemma that:
F F-a. [All :_O

(2)

and that
IF, z:O, x:r(Aj) 1-A, [A21 ;B'.for some .type,. V.

(3)

By definition Q(ax:Ai.A2){M.}i] - (Az:O.ax:r(Ai{M}=).QA2{M}=])QAi{M}il. By Lemma 4.45
the last term is equal to: '(az:O`:ax':r(Ai).QA
By the induction hypothesis on. (2) we=know:.

r +x, [AI{M},] : 0

(4)

and by the induction hypothesis on "(3) that
r, z:O, x:r(Al) FaT QA2{M}i]l : Y.

(5)

:B.

From this it is easy to see that: _r Faw A-__lhx:Ai.A2. Then [A] = c°-O-OQAi]1 ([A2]J[x:=cT(A')]).
From

r l'a Cc°

[Ai]1 ([A2] [x:=cT (Al)]): O

(6)

we know by the Generation Lemma:

r -aT QAI O

(7)

r F aT QA21 [x:=cr(A,)] : O.

(8)

L

and

The induction hypothesis on A, is:

r F-;k, [Al{M}j : O.

(9)

Now we distinguish two, cases; either x E.FV([A2]) or x"V

.

'V((A21)

F_

1. z E .)V([A2]).'Then cT(Ai) occursin the term QA2Jj[x:=cT(A, )] and hence is legal w.r.t. F
(i.e. F E . CT(AI) : r(Aj)). So we can apply Lemma 4.47 to (8) , which yields:

I`,:r(Ai)

Fa,

QA2] : O.

(10)

(That x 0 FV(r) follows from, the variable convention.)
From, (1-0). follows by the induction hypothesis:

F; z:r(Ai)` F-a- QA2{M}i] . 0.

(11)

From this follows by the Substitution Lemma:
..

_ O -A, QA2{M}i]J[x:=CT (A-)] : 0. ,
Again we distinguish two cases: ; a

(12)
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(a). j # i. Then [A{M} ] T co-.o-.o[Al{M}i]([A2{M}i][x:=cT(A1{M};)]
By Lemma 4.45 this is equal to: c°-O-'0 [Ai{M}i]([A2{M}i][x:=cT(A1)]).
That r F-A, cO O_O[Ai{M}i]([A2{M}i][x:=cT(A1)]) : O follows from (9) and (12).
(b) j = i. Because H x:A1.A2 is i-good, Al' and A2 contain ho
So Al {M}i = Al and
A2{M}i =_ A2. Because H'x:A1.A2 is legal, we have that x 0 FV(A1).
So (II'x:Ai.A2){M}; = H'x:A1.(A2[x:=M]).
Hence [(II'x:A1.A2){M}i] is equal to c©" O°'a[Ai]([A2[x:=M]][x:=c
This is equal to c°-'O-O[Ai]([A2[x:=M]]). By Lemma 4.38 the last term is equal to:
co....o-o[A1]([A2][x:=[M]D.
By the assumption on A we know that:
(13)
r FaT [M] : r(Ai).
From (8), Corollary 4.48 and (13) we know that"li
r FA, [A2][x =[M]] : O.
(14)
From this and (7) we know that:
r F-a, co-'o-'o[A1]([A2][x =[M]j)) : O
(15)
as required.
2. x .FV ([A2]). Then we can write (8) as
,hi.

F

E-a7 :[A2] : O.

(16)

From this follows by the induction hypothe'si
F F-a7 [A2{M}i] : O.

(17)

Again we 'distinguish two- cases.`

-(a) j :A i. If x V .FV([A2]) then also x 0 FV([A2{M}i]), since by the variable convention
x ¢ .FV(M). So [(IIIx:A1.A2){M}i] = co-0-.0 [AI{M}i][A2_{M}i]. That F E-A,
co--.o-»o[A1{M}i][A2{M}i] : O follows from (9) and (17).
(b) j, = .i. We have seen that [(H'x:A1.A2){M}i] is equal to to.co- O-O[Ai]([A2D[x:=[M]j]).
Since x ¢ FV([A2]) this term is equal to co-.o-.ojA1][A2). From (7) and (16) follows
that r F-a- c°-'O-'O [Ai][A2] : 0,,a-§ required.

0
Lemma' 4.50.: Suppose.,FS Far [A]_: =B; A is -1ega1, f HAT [M] : $'.: *;,A, is i-good and for all
subterms ofA of the form II'x:A1.A2 we have: F
:,r(A1)_,Then:

1. r-maxlevelr([A{M}i]) < max({r-maxlevelr([A]), r-maxlevelr{[M])}).

2. r-maxarr([A{M}i]) <max({r-maxarr([A]), r-maxarr([M])}).'
3. r-height([A{M}i])< r=height([A]) +`r-height([M]).
Proof. By Proposition 4.49 we know that r-maxlevelr (A{M}i) and r-maxarr(A{M}i) are defined.
The proof proceeds by induction on the structure of A.
q :,,A EC-0 V. Easy since -since x{M}= = x and c{M}i = c.

A.=_'A1A2. Let's treat the case of r-height. In `the proof of Proposition- 4.49 we have seen that
there exists a term B1 such that F F-;k, [Al] : IIx:B1.B and r Fa, [AZ] : B1. So we have for

j E {1,2}: r-height([AA{M}i])'Gr-height.([Aj])+.r-height([M])..
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r-height([(AlA2){M}i]) _
r-height([(Ai{M}i)(A2{M}i)])-,r-height([A1{M}i][A2{M}i]) _
max({r-height([Ai{M}i]), r-height([A2{M}i])}) + 1 <
(IH}
max({r-height([Ai]) + r-height([M]), r-height([A2]) + i height([M])}) + 1 <
max({r-height ([All ), r-heighi([A2])}) + 1 + r-height([MJJ) _
r-height([A]) + r-height([M]).

-

ax:Ai.A2. We treat the case of r-maxlevel.
Remember that [A] - (az:O..x:r(Ai).[A2])[Ai] and that:
A

[A{M}i] __

(az:O.Ax:r(Ai{M}i).[A2{M}i])[Ai{M}i] = (Lemma 4.45).(az:O.Ax:r(Ai).[A2{M}i])[Ai{M}i].
In the proof of Proposition 4.49 we have seen that F` aT [Al] : O and P, z:O, x:r(Ai) F-a [A2] :
C for some type C. So we have two induction -hypotheses:
F

- r-maxlevelr([Aj{M}i]) < max({r-maxlevelr([Ai]), r-maxlevelr([M])}).

-

r-maxlevelr,z:o,x:T(A1)([A2{M}i]) <
max({r-maxlevelr,z:o,x:T(A1)([A2]) r=rnaxlevelr,Z o,Z:T(A1)([M])})

Remember that r-maxlevelr(O) = 0. We calculate:
r-maxlevelr((az:Oax:r(Ai).[A2{M}i])[Ai{M}i]) _
max({1, r-maxlevelr,z:o(r(Ai)) + 1, r-maxlevelr ,z:o,x;r(A1)([A2{M}i]),
(IH)
r-maxlevelr([Ai{M}i])}) <
max({1, r-maxlevelr,z:o(r(Ai)) + 1, r-maxlevelr,z:.o,x:T(A1)([A2]),
r-maxlevelr,z:o,x:T(A,) ([M]),

r-maxlevelr([Ai]), r-maxlevelr ([M])}) =
max({1, r-maxlevelr,z:o(r(Ai)) + 1, r-maxlevelr,z:o,x:T(Al)([A2]),
r-maxleve lr([M]), r-m ax l evel r([ A i])}) = max({;7-maxlevelr ([ax:A1.A2]), ,r-maxlevelr ([M])}).

z'fresh

A _ IIix:Ai.A2.We treat the, case of r-maxlevel.

)j)
Remember that [A] We only treat the case that ,x E .FV([A2]); the other case is easier. In the proof of Proposition 4.49 we have seen that r F-A. [All : O and r, x:r(Ai) f aT [A2] : O. So we have two

induction hypotheses:

- `r-maxlevelr([Ai{M}i]) < max({r-maxlevelr('[Ai]), r-ntaxlevelr([M])}).
- r-maxlevelr x:r(A1)([A2{M}i]) < max({r-maxlevelr,x:T(A1)([A2]),
T-max1avelrx:T(A1) ([M,])}).

Remember that

r-maxlevelr(co-.o-.o)

=1

1. j 0 i. [(IIix:Ai.A2){M}i] = c°-O_o[Ai{M}i]([A2{M}j][x:=CT(A1)]),
r-maxlevelr(co-.o-+o[A1{M}i]([A2{M}i][x:=CT(A1)]))

_

max({1, r-maxlevelr([Ai{M}i]), r-maxlevelr,x:r(Al)([A2{M} ]),
r-maxlevelr(cT(A1))}) <
max({1, r-maxlevelr([Ai]), r-maxlevelr([M]),-r-maxlevelr,x;T(al)([Az]),
,r-maxlevelr,x:T(Ai)([M]), r-maxlevelr(cT(A1))}) _
max({1, r-maxlevelr([Ai]), r-raxlevelr([M]):, r-maxlevelr;x_r(A1)([A2]),.
r-maxlevelr(cT(A1))}) _ ,
max({r-maxlevelr(QIIJx:Ai,.A2])',,r-maxlevelr([M])}).
.
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(IH)

,

2. j,= i. By .definition [(II=x:A1.A2){M}i] = c°-'°
r-maxlevelr(co-o-o[Al]([A2][x-=[M]]))

=
max({1; r-rnaxlevelr([Al]), r maxlevelr([A2][i:=[Ml])}) < (Lemma 4.2)
max({1, r-maxlevelr ([A1]), T-rn.axlevelr, ,:r(A,)([A2]1 ),

r-maxlevelr([MJJ)}) <
max({r-maxlevelr([II'x:Ai`=A2]), -r-maxlevelr([M])}):

4.3.3

<.

The construction revisited

Definition 4.51. Suppose that r, F-ap,A : B is the -conclusion of an expansion free derivation D.
Suppose that D is labelled according to. Labelling 1. Then, we, define ;a term, 6 by induction on the
height of D.
Axiom.,

O f-,\p * :

Put B = .
Start Rule

.

r'B:s
h-),p

r', x:B- F-,\p x:B

"PutB -B.

r,F-apB':s

r'F-xpA:B

Weakening "Rule-

t', x:B',F-xp A': B-_
By the induction hypothesis on the left premiss we have a: term 13 . Put B = B'

o Product Rule.

F F)y Al :°s1

I', x:Al F-,\p A2: s2

r F-,,p IIIx:AI.A2 : s3

Put BM 83.
Reduction Rule.

rF-apB:s

ap

B'-»QB

FF-apA:B

The induction' hypothesis on the leftmost premiss gives us a term B'. Put B = B.
Abstraction Rule-.

1', x:A1 F-,\p A2 :.B2

r F-ap_ IIi x:A1.B2 : s

IF F-ap ax:A1%A2.: IIix:A1.B2

The induction' hypothesis on the left premiss gives us a term B'. Put B"_ III x:A1.B'.
Application Rule.

rF-apA2:Bi

FF-apAl:IIix:B1.B2

r F-'AP AlA2 : B.2[x =A2].

By the induction hypothesis on the -left premiss we have -a term 6. Put B = B' {A2},, as
defined -in- Section 4.1.2.

Lemma 4.52. Suppose that r f-ap A B: is the conclusion of an expansion free derivation D. Suppose
that V is labelled according to Labelling 1. Write B as IIyl Ei ... IIyk:Ek.B* (for some k > 0). Then
B, as defined in Definition- 4.51, satisfies:

(a) there is aterm-D 'Th'xi:Ci; ..IIIRx,,:Cn.B* (for some n >'O, xi, C;) such that:
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- 8-opD:
- Any IIyf:E; (1 < i < k) also occurs among the IIx1:C?s.
- If i <j then IIyj:E; occurs in D in a position to: the left of 11y1 AEI,
(b) B is j-legal.
(c) if °r F-ap B : s for some sort -s, then r(P) F aT B]I: O.

(d) B is i-super for any i.
(e) P2<maxlevelr(B), =P2-maxarr(B) :5-IT-1 + JAI and P2-height(B) < 2(IFI + JAI).

Proof. By induction on the last rule of 'n .
In case` of the Axiom or the Product Rule it is trivial to check that' (a)-(e) are satisfied. In case
of the Weakening Rule this follows immediately from the induction hypothesis.

The Reduction Rule. From the induction hypothesis follows immediately that (a), (b), (d) and
(e) are satisfied. Use Corollary 5.2.22'of [Barendregt 92] to-verify-that (c) is satisfied.

The Start Rule. We have defined B as B. It is trivial to check that (a) is satisfied. To verify
(b), remember that all types that are legal in AP are #-legal. To verify (c): since r' F-ap B : s
we have by Lemma 4.37: r(P') F-aT [B]1 : O. By Lemma 4.35 we have r(P'),F-;k, r(B) : * so we

can apply the Weakening Rule to obtain: -r(r) F-)7 [B] : O. To verify (d): that B is i-super
follows from the fact that each label in B is unique, which follows from Lemma 4:9.
By Lemma 4.42:
IBI.....,W

H, .3.

1. P2-rriaxlevelr,(B) < [P'I + (B(.
2. P2-maxarr,(B) < ir'I + IBI.
3. P2-height(B) < 2(IBI). ,

From this it follows immediately that (e) is satisfied,

Abstraction Rule. The induction hypothesis states that we have a term-

B'- #D': = 11"x1 C1..lV-..x,,:C,,.BZ:We have defined Bas 111x:A1:BIt is easily seen that (a) is satisfied.

To- verify (b): 13 is #-legal by induction hypothesis and since the prefix Ill x:A1=is_ part of a type
that is legal in AP it is clear that #(x).: = 0 and that Al is -legal.

For (c) we have to verify that
r(P) F-)7

co-.o-o[Ai](I[Bj[x

O^^ -(*)

Since r, x:A1 F-)p B2 :'s (as can be easily verified), we have: (by the induction hypothesis, sub
(c)): r(P),x:r(Ai) F-)7 [13] :O. So by the Substitution Lemma: r(r) F-ar QB'][x:=c7(A1)] : O.
From the left premiss and Lemma 2.4 (6), follows that r F-ap Al : s' (for some sort s'). So by
Lemma 4.37: r(F) F-a7 [All: O.
From this it is easily seen =that (*) is derivable.
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To verify (d): B is i-super, because the label I is chosen fresh and B' is i-super by induction
hypothesis.

To verify (e): since r F-Xp Al : s' we can use Lemma 4.42 and the induction hypothesis to verify
that level, maxar and height are'within the specified bounds.
Application Rule.
By the induction hypothesis on the left premiss we have a term B' such that:

1. B'-»pD': = II11xl:Ci ...IIl:-1xj_1:C,_1:II'x:B1.IIl'+1xx+1:C=+1 ...IIl°xri:C, .B2;
`2. P2-maxlevelr(B), P2-maxarr(B') < Irl + [A1I and P2-height(W) < 2(f 1J + JAI I).
We have defined B as B.'-{A2}1. -By-, the definition of the replacement operation, Lemma 4.13 and
Lemma 4.14, we have
B-*,BD:

= II11x1:Cj:..'IIi-'xt_1:C 1.II x:B1.II'+lx:+i:C=+1.`..II1nxn:C, B2[x:=A2],

where each C1 (i + 1 < j < n) is the result of substitution of A2 for x in CC . This is sufficient
to verify (a) since (B2[x:=A2])* _ (B2[x:=A2])*, as can be easily verified.
To verify (b). We know that IF F-,\p A2 : Bl : *. So A2 is legal and hence #-legal. By induction
hypothesis, B' is #-legal. From this it is easy to see that B (_- B'{A2}1) is #-legal too.
To verify (c): we know that r F-Xp II1x:B1.B2 : s, for some sort s E {*, D}. So by the induction
hypothesis, (c): r(r) F-X, [B'] : O.
From this follows by Proposition 4.49 (we will show below that this proposition is applicable
here): r(r) F-XT QB'{A2}1] : O.

To verify (d): that B is again i-super for. any i follows from the induction hypothesis on B',
Lemma 4.9 applied to IF F-ap A2 : Bland Lemma 4.16 (1).
To verify (e) for P2-maxlevel:
P2-maxlevelr(13) _

_
7--maxlevelr(r)(Q8'{A2}11) <

;

I-

max({r-maxlevel7(r)([B']), r-maxlevel7(r)([A2])}) _
- max({P2-maxlevelr(B'), P2-maxlevelr(A2)}) (
max({:lrl + IAi I, [rl + IA21}) <- - ".

-

,

(Lemma 4.50)
.

(IH, Lemma 4.42)4

1171 + 1A1A21.

The cases of P2-maxar and' P2-height proceed similarly.

To be able to apply Proposition 4.49 and Lemma 4.50 we have to verify that B' is #-legal; that
B' is 1-good and that for all subterms in B' of the form II'x:F1.F2 we have r(r) F-Xr [A2] : r(Fi).

That B' is #-legal is the induction hypothesis, (b). B' is 1-good because B' is 1-super by the
induction hypothesis, (c).
,;Finally, we need to show that for all subterms in B' of the form II'x:F1.F2 we have r(r) F-,X,
}[A2]J : r(Fl ). Note that from the fact that B' is i-super follows that it is sufficient to prove
this for only one subterm of the form II'x:F1.F2. We prove that for one such subterm it holds
that r(F1) - r(Bi). This is sufficient since from IF F-Xp A2 :B1 -and Lemma 4.37 it follows that
r(r) Fa, QA2]J : r(Bi):.
_The reduction sequence from B .to D' can be written as a sequence of terms, (T°, ... , TP) such

that To _ B', 77 =_ D' and for all i, 0 < i < p-1, T'+1 is a reduct,of7'.
Let S _ (1111x°:F°:G°, ..., II'xp:FP.GP) be the sequence of terms such that:
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- For all i, -0 < i < p, 11x,:F' G' is a subterm of T

-

II'xP:FP.GP- 111x:Bi.H1:+Ix;+l:Ci+1 ....III^xn:Cn B2;
-for all i, 0 < i < p-1, 1[lrxi+1:F'+1.G'±1 is: aresidual. of II1x;:F'.G' in T'+1

T'+1.

Note that such a sequence S, always exists, because, (-reduction does- not create new labels.

Now we prove that r(F°) = r(Bi),. This is done by following the path, from IIrx°:F°.G° to

it holds that'r(FP-i)
r(Bi). The proof of this claim is by induction on j. The claim is trivially true for j = 0,
I1 xp:FP.GP backwards and verifying that for each

Hrxp-i:FP-i.GP-i

since FP is defined, as B1. Suppose j > 0. So
7T-(J+1)-,aTP-j. By the induction hypothesis
r(FP-j) = r(Bi). We prove that r(FP-i) = r(FP-(j+'))., If the reduction step from TP-(i+1) to
TP-i does not involve FP-(i+1) then clearly FP-(j+') = FP-J. and we are done. `So assume that
the reduction step involves FP-(i+1). By analysing the possible reduction steps from TP-(i+1) to
TP-i it can be seen that there are two ways in which the reduction step could change FP-(j+1)
change-,.FP-(i+1).

1. A substitution of N3 is' made into FP-(i+1-); because FP-(i+i) is a subterm of N2 in
the subterm (az:N1.N2)N3. So FP-i =. FP-(i+1)[z:=N3]. Since B' is legal in AP and
(az:N1.N2)N3 is a subterm of a )6-reduct of B', (az:Ni.N2)N3 is legal too. So we have
#(z) _ #(N3) = 0 (see Lemma 4.32 (1))..:; So we can apply Lemma 4.34 (1) which yields that
r(FP-i)
r(FP(l=1)) = r(FP-(i+ i )[*z:=N3])

=
2. A reduction, can take place in FP-(j+"). By Lemma 4.34 (2) ' we have ,r(FP-(i+1))

r(FP-i).

In both cases we have r(FP,-(i+l) _ r(FP-j) = r(BI).

Theorem 4.53. Suppose that r 1-ap A B .is the conclusion of an expansion free derivation D.
Then every reduction sequence starting from B consists of at most
:

m = lrl + JAI.

Proof. Suppose r` Fap A : B. Then in Definition 4.51 we have constructed a term B such that by
Lemma 4.52 (a) every reduction sequence starting from B is shorter than or as long as the longest
reduction in B. Now by Corollary 4.39 every reduction step in B induces a reduction step in [B].
By Lemma 4.52.(e) r-maxlevelT(r)([B1) = P2-maxlevelr(B) < iri + JAI and 7--maxarr(r)(QB1) =
P2-maxarr(S) < jrj + JAI and r-height([B]) = P2-height(B) < 2(lrJ + CAI). By Schwichtenbergs
result (Theorem .4.6) the maximum length of any reduction in [B] is less than or equal to f : =
m = fir) +.IAI. So the maximum length of any reduction sequence in B is less
than or equal to f and so the maximum length of any reduction sequence starting from B will be less

than or equal to f.
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